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WHY BTF?

FUND OBJECTIVE

Exposure

BTF ("The Fund") is an actively managed exchange traded fund ("ETF") available
through Nasdaq. The primary objective of the fund is to invest in bitcoin futures
contracts.

Gain exposure to the
emerging bitcoin economy.

The Fund will invest primarily in bitcoin futures contracts.
For liquidity purposes, the remainder of the fund will be held in cash or high
quality securities like US Treasuries and corporate bonds.
The Fund will not provide direct exposure to the price of bitcoin.

Accessible
Access through a
traditional exchange traded
fund.

Secure

Invest through
the regulated futures market.

FUND DETAILS
Ticker

BTF

CUSIP

91917A 108

Exchange

E xpertise
Managed by leaders in the
digital asset space.

Nasdaq

Total Expense Ratio
Inception Date
Net Assets (as of 10/21)
Advisor

Investing involves risk. Loss of
principal is possible.

PORTFOLIO

0.95%
10/21/2021
$5.0 million
Valkyrie Funds, LLC

Sub Advisor Vident Investment Advisory, LLC

SECURITY NAME
US Treasuries

WEIGHT
50.0%

IG Corporate Bonds

20%

Cash

30%

Bitcoin Futures

25%

Holdings are subject to change. For current
portfolio holdings please visit valkyriefunds.com. Portfolio holdings should not be
considered as investment advice or a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold any
particular security.

WHY VALKYRIE?

Digital Asset Focus:

Valkyrie is a digital asset focused
investment firm. We are committed to
expanding access to this emerging
asset class.

Deep Traditional Experience:

The Valkyrie team has deep expertise
in traditional asset management with
extensive backgrounds in building,
launching, and scaling financial
products with major financial firms.

Education First:

We believe that education allows for
more responsible investing and are
committed to leading in expanding
resources for investors.

VALKYRIE FUNDS
Valkyrie Funds LLC ("Valkyrie Funds") is a specialized alternative financial services firm at the intersection of traditional
finance and the emerging cryptocurrency sector whose affiliates aim to offer asset management, research and other
services. Headquartered in Nashville, with offices across the United States, Valkyrie Funds aims to provide exposure to
the emerging digital asset class through traditional financial vehicles. Valkyrie Funds is led by seasoned asset managers
who have previously launched multiple ETFs, publicly traded funds and ETPs, including digital asset funds with
backgrounds across Guggenheim Partners, UBS, Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and The World
Bank.
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Steven McClurg, Chief Investment Officer of Valkyrie. Steven McClurg has considerable finance and fintech
experience. Most recently, Mr. McClurg founded Theseus Capital, a blockchain-powered asset management
platform, followed by joining blockchain-focused merchant bank, Galaxy Digital, where he continued as Managing
Director, building their asset management and public funds businesses. Most relevant, Mr. McClurg was a Managing
Director at Guggenheim Partners, where he was a portfolio manager and responsible for portfolio construction and
strategy for fixed income and private equity. He also has experience in leadership roles in technology companies
such as Electronic Arts. Mr. McClurg holds an MS and an MBA from Pepperdine University, where he has served as
an adjunct professor.
Rafael Zayas, CFA, Senior Vice President of Vident. Mr. Zayas has over 15 years of trading and portfolio
management experience in global equity products and ETFs. He is SVP, Head of Portfolio Management and Trading,
specializing in managing and trading of developed, emerging, and frontier market portfolios. Prior to joining Vident,
he was a Portfolio Manager at Russell Investments where he oversaw over $5 billion in quantitative strategies across
global markets, including emerging, developed and frontier markets and listed alternatives. Before that, he was an
equity Portfolio Manager at BNY Mellon Asset Management, where he was responsible for $150 million in
internationally listed global equity ETFs and assisted in managing $3 billion of global ETF assets. Mr. Zayas holds a
BS in Electrical Engineering from Cornell University. He also holds the Chartered Financial Analyst designation.
Ryan Dofflemeyer, Senior Portfolio Manager of Vident. Mr. Dofflemeyer has over 16 years of trading and portfolio
management experience across various asset classes including both ETFs and mutual funds. He is Senior Portfolio
Manager for Vident, specializing in managing and trading of global equity and multi-asset portfolios. Prior to joining
Vident, he was a Senior Portfolio Manager at ProShares for over $3 billion in ETF assets across global equities,
commodities and volatility strategies. Before that, he was a Research Analyst at the Investment Company Institute in
Washington DC. Mr. Dofflemeyer holds a BA from the University of Virginia and an MBA from the University of
Maryland.
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DISCLOSURES
This investment case does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy or product for a particular
investor. Investors should consult a financial advisor/financial consultant before making any investment decisions.
Investing involves risks. The loss of principal is possible. The Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses should be considered before investing. The fund may not be suitable for all investors. The
prospectus contains this and other important information, and it may be obtained at https://valkyriefunds.com/. Read it carefully before investing.
Shares of ETFs are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Any
applicable brokerage fees and commissions will reduce returns.
The Fund invests in bitcoin futures contracts. The Fund does not invest directly in or hold bitcoin. The price of
bitcoin futures should be expected to differ from the current or “spot” price of bitcoin. As a result, the performance
of the Fund should be expected to differ from the performance of the spot price of bitcoin. Futures contracts are
subject to margin requirements, collateral requirements and daily limits that may prevent the Fund from achieving
its objective. The market for bitcoin futures may be less developed, less liquid and more volatile than more
established futures markets.
Management Risk. The Fund is subject to management risk because it is an actively managed portfolio. The Adviser
will apply investment techniques and risk analyses in making investment decisions for the Fund, but there can be no
guarantee that the Fund will meet its investment objective.
Bitcoin Investing Risk. The Fund is indirectly exposed to the risks of investing in bitcoin through its investments in
bitcoin futures. Bitcoin is a new and highly speculative investment. The risks associated with bitcoin include the
following:
Bitcoin is a new technological innovation with a limited history. There is no assurance that usage of bitcoin will
continue to grow. A contraction in use of bitcoin may result in increased volatility or a reduction in the price of
bitcoin, which could adversely impact the value of the Fund. The Bitcoin Network was launched in January 2009,
platform trading in bitcoin began in 2010, and Bitcoin Futures trading began in 2017, each of which limits a potential
shareholder’s ability to evaluate an investment in the Fund.
The Fund’s investments are exposed to risks associated with the price of bitcoin, which is subject to numerous
factors and risks. The price of bitcoin is impacted by numerous factors, including:
The total and available supply of bitcoin, including the possibility that a small group of early bitcoin adopters hold a
significant proportion of the bitcoin that has thus far been created and that sales of bitcoin by such large holders
may impact the price of bitcoin;
Global bitcoin demand, which is influenced by the growth of retail merchants’ and commercial businesses’
acceptance of bitcoin as payment for goods and services, the security of online bitcoin exchanges and public bitcoin
addresses that hold bitcoin, the perception that the use and holding of bitcoin is safe and secure, the lack of
regulatory restrictions on their use, and the reputation regarding the use of bitcoin for illicit purposes;
Global bitcoin supply, which is influenced by similar factors as global bitcoin demand, in addition to fiat currency
(i.e., government currency not backed by an asset such as gold) needs by miners and taxpayers who may liquidate
bitcoin holdings to meet tax obligations;
Investors’ expectations with respect to the rate of inflation of fiat currencies and deflation of bitcoin;
Foreign exchange rates between fiat currencies and digital assets such as bitcoin;
Interest rates;
The continued operation of bitcoin exchanges in the United States and foreign jurisdictions, including their
regulatory status, trading and custody policies, and cyber security;
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DISCLOSURES
Investment and trading activities of large investors, including private and registered funds, that may directly or
indirectly invest in bitcoin;
Regulatory measures, if any, that restrict the use of bitcoin as a form of payment or the purchase or sale of
bitcoin, including measures that restrict the direct or indirect participation in the bitcoin market by financial
institutions or the introduction of bitcoin instruments;
The maintenance and development of the open-source software protocol of the Bitcoin Network;
Increased competition from other cryptocurrenies and digital assets, including forks of the Bitcoin Network;
Developments in the information technology sector;
Global or regional political, economic or financial events and situations;
Investor or Bitcoin Network participant sentiments on the value or utility of bitcoin; and
The dedication of mining power to the Bitcoin Network and the willingness of bitcoin miners to clear bitcoin
transactions for relatively low fees.
Negative developments in any of these factors could adversely impact an investment in the Fund.
A decline in the adoption of bitcoin could negatively impact the performance of the Fund. As a new asset and
technological innovation, the bitcoin industry is subject to a high degree of uncertainty. The adoption of bitcoin
will require growth in its usage for various applications that include retail and commercial payments, crossborder and remittance transactions, speculative investment and technical applications. Adoption of bitcoin will
also require an accommodating regulatory environment. A lack of expansion in usage of bitcoin could adversely
affect the bitcoin futures contracts in which the Fund invests. In addition, there is no assurance that bitcoin will
maintain its value over the long-term. The value of bitcoin is subject to risks related to its usage. Even if growth in
bitcoin adoption occurs in the near or medium-term, there is no assurance that bitcoin usage will continue to
grow over the long-term. A contraction in use of bitcoin may result in increased volatility or a reduction in the
price of bitcoin, which would adversely impact the value of the Fund’s shares. Recently, bitcoin has come under
scrutiny for its environmental impact, specifically the amount of energy consumed by bitcoin miners. Some
companies have indicated they will cease accepting bitcoin for certain kinds of purchases due to such
environmental concerns. To the extent such concerns persist, the demand for bitcoin and the speed of its
adoption could be suppressed.
Bitcoin trading prices are volatile and shareholders could lose all or substantially all of their investment in the
Fund. Speculators and investors who seek to profit from trading and holding bitcoin generate a significant portion
of bitcoin demand. Bitcoin speculation regarding future appreciation in the value of bitcoin may inflate and make
more volatile the price of a bitcoin. As a result, bitcoin may be more likely to fluctuate in value due to changing
investor confidence in future appreciation in the price of bitcoin.
The Fund is distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc.
This is a new ETF with limited operating history.
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